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ABSTRACT

The diffusion of Co60 in the body centered cubic beta phase

of a ZrSOTi SO alloy has been studied at 900°, 1200°, and 1440°C. The

results confirm earlier unpublished data obtained by Kidson17 • The

temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient is unusual and

suggests that at least two and possibly three mechanisms may be

operative

Annealing of the specimen in the high B.C.C. region prior to

the deposition of the tracer results in a large reduction in the

diffusion coefficient. The possible significance of this effect is

discussed in terms of rapid transport along dislocation network.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

1

It is an experimentally observed fact that the atoms in a

crystal can migrate through the lattice. This migration of atoms

is termed "diffusion". A macroscopic measure of the rate of

migration is given by the "diffusion coefficient" D, which, in the

simplest case, can be defined as the ratio of the flux J of atoms

per unit area per second to the concentration gradient,

i.e., D = - J/Grad C (1.1)

Accurate and reproducible measurements of D have been made for a

large number of systems using a variety of techniques. Of the latter,

the most useful have involved radioactive tracer atoms in either

single crystals or large grained systems.

Fundamental studies have been primarily concerned with the

identification of the mechanism or mechanisms by which the atoms move.

In most face centered cubic (f.c.c.) metals, there is strong evidence

to indicate that this takes place via a series of place exchanges

wi th near neighbor vacancies (1) 1&

More recently, considerable interest has shifted toward the

diffusion behavior of body centered cubic (bec.c.) metals. This is

largely due to a combination of the growing technological importance

of the refractory metals, to their increasing purity and to a natural

extension of fundamental interest in these systems. As a result,

there has been considerable effort to measure diffusion in bec.c.

metals, and the results have shown that the diffusion behavior of at

least some might differ fundamentally from that of the other metals.



These are ~-Zr ( 2,3 ), ....Ti (4 ) and -u (5).

2

On the basis of the experimental evidence available, the b.c.c.

metals fall into two fairly distinct groups with regard to their

diffusion behavior; these have come to be referred to as

(i) Normal metals and (ii) Anomalous metals.

In the following, the features that characterize "normal"

behavior are described; these are then taken as a guideline in

identifying the anomalous behavior of the second group.

I. 1. NORMAL DIFFUSION

There are three essential features of self diffusion that

characterize normal behavior:

(i) The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient

D, is described by the Arrhenius relation

D = D exp (-Q/RT)
o

(1.2)

in which Q, the activation energy and D , the frequency factor, are
o

temperature independent.

(ii) Q is roughly proportional to the melting point, T .
m

For self diffusion in metals (6)

Q 34 Teals/mole
m

(1.3)

There are other correlations, such as

Q 16.5 L cals/mole
m

(1.4)

where L is the latent heat of melting.
ill

While these are empirical relationships, they are followed by

a wide range of metals and are useful in providing an approximate

value for the activation energy in the absence of experimental data.



(iii) The pre-exponential factor D usually lies within an
o

order of magnitude of 0.5, that is

3

0.05 D
o

5.0 2ern /sec.

Zener (7 ) has shown from thermodynamic considerations that

this is to be expected for the vacancy mechanism.

I. 2. ANOMALOUS METALS

According to equation (1.2), a plot of the logarithm of the

diffusion coefficient versus the reciprocal of the absolute temp-

erature should be linear.. For the anomalous metals (h -Zr. ~ -Ti

and ~ -U, however, this Arrhenius plot for self diffusion shows a

continuous curvature, as exemplified by self diffusion in

and shown in figure 1.1.

-Zr (3)

A marked non-linearity has also been observed for impurity

diffusion in the b.c.c. phases of Zirconium, Titanium and Uranium

(8 ), as shown in figure 1.2.

These anomalous metals exhibit a further unusual feature in

that the coefficients for both self and solute diffusion are

remarkably high.

Several proposals have been suggested to account for the

curved Arrhenius plot

If it is assumed that the results are due to a single mechanism

of diffusion, the parameters D and Q must be markedly temperature
a

dependent (9 ) ..

This assumption alone, of course, does not account for the

unusually rapid self diffusion, nor the extraordinarily high diffusion

rates of impurities and it fails to explain the lack of observable

curvature in normal metal systems. Kidson and Kirkaldy (10) have
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shown that the assumption of the vacancy mechanism acting alone is

inconsistent with their experimental observations for -Zr.

An alternative proposal is that two or more mechanisms are

operative so that the observed diffusion coefficient is a composite

of the contributing mechanisms.

In favorable circumstances; that is, when the parameters

associated with the several me~hanisms are sufficiently different,

a composite Arrhenius curve may be resolved into its components

On the other hand, if the parameters are close, the resolution of

a curved Arrhenius plot becomes difficult and in the case of self

diffusion in -Zr, for example, is quite ambiguous (10). Never-

theless, in the latter case, the Arrhenius plot has been represented

as the sum of two linear components, and considerable evidence

suggests that at the high temperatures the vacancy mechanism is

dominant (11).

If such is the case, the problem then reduces to identifying

6

the low-temperature mechanism Several have been suggested; these

include the enhancement of the vacancy concentration by im.purities (12),

rapid diffusion along dislocations and/or grain boundaries (13), and

for solute diffusion, migration along interstitial sites (14).

It was first pointed out by Gruzin et al (15) that all of the

anomalous metals pass from the room temperature close packed hexagonal

crystal structure to the high temperature body centered cubic structure

via a martensitic phase change This phase change introduces a large

dislocation concentration which could account for the enhanced



diffusion rates at the lower temperatures.

Recently, Kidson and Young (16) found that the Arrhenius plot

for the diffusion of Co 60 in Zr was linear over a wide range of

temperatures, as shown in figure 1.3, although there was an indication

of some positive curvature above l600°C.

More recently, Kidson (17) studied the diffusion of Co60 in a

50 at % Zr - 50 at % Ti alloy in which the b.c.c. structure is

retained down to 525°C, as shown in figure 1.4. The primary aim of

this study was to further explore the significance of a lack of

curvature for diffusion of Co
60

in b.c.c Zr (16). The results of

the measurements are shown in figure 1.5.

As can be seen, this plot is linear in the temperature range

600° - 110QoC, above which a positive curvature occurs. This is

followed, however, by a negative curvature, an effect never before

reported.

The above considerations lead to the following tentative

interpretation; in the low temperature region the diffusion rates

are dominated by migration along dislocations; the positive curvature

arises as the vacancy mechanism begins to make a significant

contribution to the total diffusion.

The subsequent negative curvature could then result if the

non-equilibrium dislocation density began to anneal out at the high

temperatures, thereby lowering its contribution to the total diffusion.

Alternatively, the unusual high temperature observations could

be ascribed to an error in the temperature measurements

The objects of the present investigation are thus threefold:

7
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(i) to check the reliability of the temperature measurements

by recalibrating the thermocouple;

(ii) to establish the reproducibility of the experimental

results; and

(iii) to observe the effects of prolonged preannealing of

the specimen at a high temperature, prior to deposition of the

radioactive tracer. In particular, to construct an apparatus that

permits the deposition of the tracer layer while maintaining the

specimen in the b.c.c. phase. If the observed diffusion coefficient

is reduced, this would then support the dislocation model

11



CHAPTER II. THEORY

The equations governing the diffusion processes are reviewed

in section 1. The diffusion coefficient is related to macroscopic

parameters in section 2 and to microscopic parameters in section 3.

In section 4, the form of the temperature dependence of the diffusion

coefficient is established.

II. 1. FICK's LAWS

Fick postulated that the flux across any given plane normal

to the direction of matter flow is proportional to the concentration

gradient across that plane. i.e,

- D grad c (2.1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The negative sign ensures that

~

D is positive, since the flux J is usually in the direction of

12

decreasing concentration

Law of Diffusion.

Equation (2.1) is known as Fick's First

~

J represents the net number of atoms of the diffusing species

passing through unit area of the plane in unit time. Since J has

the dimensions (time-area)~l and -1
c (volume-length) ,the diffusion

coefficient has the dimensions area/time. Usually, D is expressed

2
in em /sec.

If the concentration gradient is along an arbitrary direction,

then the diffusion coefficient, with respect to ari arbitrary set of

coordinates ) will be given by a tensor as

D = D



where the coefficient D relates the flux in the direction ill tomn.

the gradient of the concentration along the direction n.

If now, the principal axes of the crystal are chosen as the

reference coordinates, then all the off-diagonal terms vanish and

only the three coefficients D D and D remain.
xx' yy zz

In the case of a cubic crystal, the three axes are equivalent

and hence

D = D = D
xx yy zz

A more useful expression can be obtained from equation (2.1)

by the application of the law of conservation of matter; i.e.,

13

c .....= -- D1V J

Using equation (2.1) in (2.2),

= Div (D grad c)
~t

where, in the case of a cubic crystal, D is a constant.

(2.2)

(2.3)

If the concentration gradient is along one particular direction,

say the x axis, then equation (2.3) becomes

C)c
-- =c.t

and finally, if the diffusion coefficient is independent of position,

D

equation (2 3) reduces to

2
c

. 2
dX

(2.4)

This differential equation is known as Fick's Second Law of Diffusion.

Equation (2.4) can be solved for c = c(x,t) for the particular

set of initial and boundary conditions applicable to the present

investigation (Appendix A). The solution is given as



c(x,t)
s

o 2
exp (-x / Dt) (2.5)

14

where S represents the total number of atoms whose diffusion is being
o

studied and t is the time of the diffusion anneal.

Using equation (2.5), the diffusion coefficient can be extracted

from the concentration-penetration profile of the data obtained in an

experiment.

II. 2. MACROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS

Using probability theory (18), it can be shown that the net

flux across any reference plane , is given by
o

2t
(2.6)

where is the mean square displacement along the x direction

and x is a principal axis. Similar relationships hold when the

concentration gradient is along the other principal axes y and z,

that is

and

J
Y

J
z

t

2t

c
y

c
z

(2.7)

(2.8)

From Fick's Law, the coefficients that relate the flux and the concen-

tration gradient can be identified as

D
x

2t

D (2.9)
y

2t

D
z 2t



For a cubic crystal, D
x

Then, D + D + D
x Y z

which gives

3D
2t

15

(2.10)

where < is the mean square displace-

ment of the atoms during time t.

It is to be noted that in the derivation of equation (2.10),

no particular model was assumed for the atomic jump mechanism.

II. 3 RANDOM WALK

It is now well established that the atoms migrate through the

lattice by a series of atomic jumps. Several models have been proposed,

of which the single vacancy, divacancy, interstitial, interstitia1cy,

dislocations, etc. are examples

The treatment of the atomic jumps has come to be called the

"random walk problem" and a number of authors have discussed this

(19,20,21).

To bring out the salient points of the random walk treatment,

the single vacancy mechanism is taken to be operative in the following.

It is assumed that the k th atom starting from the origin makes

a series of jumps by exchanging positions with near neighbor vacancies.

If the total number of jumps made by this k th atom in time t is

n
k

, the resultant displacement is given by

(2.11)



where the are vectors representing the individual jumps Then

16

(2.12)

For crystals with cubic symmetry, all the jump vectors will be equal

in magnitude, and equation (2.12) can be rewritten as

= (2.13)

where

by j jumps, and

is the angle between two vectors separated

is the jump distance.

To obtain the value of , a large number of atoms have

to be considered. Assuming an average value -n of jumps, equation

(2.13) can be rewritten as

(2.14)

Now, if the directions of the jumps are random, positive and negative

values of any given .
\

will occur with equal frequency,

thus reducing the average value of the double sum to zero. However,

for several of the atomic jump models, the successive jumps are not

random. In the present case of diffusion via vacancy mechanism in a

cubic lattice, after any jump of the atom, all of its neighbors are

not identical 9ne of them is a vacancy and the most probable next
"'.11 '

jump directi~~ for the atom is back towards the vacancy. The
,,y~

direction of a jump is thus related to the direction of the previous

jump. Successive atomic jumps, in such a case, are said to be

"correlated", and a measure of the correlation is given by the



"correlation factor", usually denoted by 'fie

The correlation factor can be calculated theoretically if

the jump mechanism and the structure of the lattice are known (22,23).

When the atomic jumps are correlated, equation (2 14) takes

the form

17

(2.15)

where the correlation factor f is given by

Combining equations (2.15) and (2.10), an expression for the diffusion

coefficient can be obtained as

(2.16)

where , defines the average atomic jump frequency.

In the case of interstitial diffusion, however, there is no

correlation between successive jumps, and the double sum in expression

(2.14) vanishes; the value of the correlation factor reduces to unity

and the expression for the diffusion coefficient becomes

which is a special case of the equation (2.16).'

II. 4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT.

The atoms in a crystal execute small oscillations about their

equilibrium positions. Although the vibrational amplitude of an



atom remains small most of the time, occasionally, the atom acquires

enough energy due to local thermal fluctuations, resulting in a

large amplitude. This extra energy carries the atom from an

initial equilibrium position to one of the lattice sites in its

first coordination shell, over the potential barrier. The atomic

jump frequency is, therefore, a product of two factors: the

vibration frequency of the atom and the probability that a fluctuation

18

exists that gives the atom an energy greater than , this being

the difference in the Gibbs free energy between the saddle point

and an equilibrium position.

Here is the effective vibration frequency of the atom; this has

to be defined because of a wide frequency spectrum of the atoms.

The factor p represents the probability that the atom has enough energy

to make the jump.

Thus, has a Boltzmann dependence on temperature and the

where

probability p can be written as

is the Boltzmann's constant.

In the simplest case of interstitial diffusion, the expression

for the jump frequency is simply

Substituting this in the expression (2 16), the diffusion coefficient

is given as

where

and



Here and being the

19

changes in enthalpy and entropy, respectively.

In the case of diffusion via the single vacancy mechanism,

a jump frequency ~ can be associated with the vacancy and the

atomic jump frequency can be expressed as

where represents the probability that a site is vacant and

is the probability that the atom is going to exchange place

with the vacancy.

The probability is a product of the vacancy concentra~

tion (n/N) and the coordination number , nand N representing the

total number of vacancies and the atoms, respectively. The vacancy

concentration can be obtained from statistical thermodynamics by

minimizing the Gibbs free energy less the configurational entropy

as

(-

where is the increase in the Gibbs free energy of the crystal

due to the formation of the vacancy; A

A and 6 being the changes in the enthalpy and entropy

respectively.

The probability is given as the ratio of the vacancy jump

frequency to the number of first nearest neighbors;

where

= )

The atomic jump frequency with the expressions for



and becomes

+ )

20

This is consistent with the observation that the total number of

atomic jumps equals the total number of vacancy jumps, if the

vacancy mechanism alone is operative.

The expression for the diffusion coefficient is

(

where, now

and

Thus, the diffusion coefficient has a temperature dependence

expressed as

when a single mechanism is operative, with the frequency factor D
o

and the activation energy Q appropriately defined.

In the case of self diffusion, the correlation factor f is

independent of temperature; the temperature dependence of D therefore

comes only from the jump frequency For impurity diffusion,

however, the correlation factor is not temperature independent;

the temperature dependence of D thus comes from both

the latter usually being small in magnitude (24).

and f,



CHAPTER III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A thin film of radioactive substance whose diffusion is being

studied, is evaporated on a plane surface of the specimen. The

specimen is ann.ealed at an elevated temperature for a k.nown time t.

On subsequent cooling, thin sections parallel to the face of the

specimen are removed, accurately weighed and the relative concentra-

tion of the tracer in these sections determined.

The appropriate solution of the Fick's equation under these

conditions (Appendix A) is given by

21

where S is the amount of tracer initially deposited on the face.
o

Thus, from the data collected, a plot of the log concentra-

tion versus the square of the penetration distance can be drawn,

the slope of which gives ( ~ ; from this the diffusion

coefficient can be extracted, given the measured time of anneal t.

Section 3 describes the preparation of the specimen,

section 4 the evaporation of the tracer and section 5, the actual

diffusion anneal. Sections 6 and 7, deal with the lathe-sectioning

and the measurement of the specific activity respectively, while

section 8 shows the method of extracting the diffusion coefficient

from the concentration profile.

The calibration of the thermocouple is described in

section 2; section I describes the functioning of the temperature

controller/recorder assembly.



III. 1. TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER/RECORDER ASSEMBLY

To record the voltage output of the thermocouple, a modified

form of Texas Instrument Flushmount Recorder Model No. 185000-9701

[Plate 2] was used. This has two recording scales, one with a full

scale deflection of 50 millivolts, the other with a center zero and

a full scale deflection of 1 millivolt. The former directly records

the voltage generated by the thermocouple while the latter records

the deviation of this voltage from a preset potential (bucking

potential).

By selecting the bucking potential equal but in opposition

to the e.m.f. generated by the thermocouple at the desired annealing

temperature, the difference voltage was monitored on the second

recorder scales. The movement of the pen activated two microswitches

on each side of the zero line which in turn controlled the on-off

operation of a "topping" voltage superimposed on a base voltage

supply to the furnace. With this arrangement, temperatures were

controlled to within ±loC.

III. 2. CALIBRATION OF THE THERMOCOUPLE

22

The calibration of the thermocouple was done by measuring

the e.m.f. generated at the melting points of gold and platinum.

A small length of gold (99.999% purity) wire was wrapped around

the thermocouple hot junction, while the cold junction was kept

immersed in an ice-bath. The bucking potential of the flushmount

recorder was set at a value O.l~millivolt higher than that corresponding

to the melting temperature of gold (1063°C). The speed of the chart



were usually set at 2"/minute.

The "thermal arrest" during the heating or cooling was observed

on the time-voltage record. Due to surface tension effects, the

molten wire clung to the thermocouple, permitting repeated observations

of the thermal arrest.

For gold, the thermal arrest was observed three times; for

platinum (99.9999% purity), the heating and cooling were done only

once. The results of the calibration measurements are given in

Chapter IV.

III. 3. PREPARATION OF THE SPECIMENS

The Zirconium and Titanium, used in the preparation of the

ZrSOTiSO alloyt, were obtained from the Foote Mineral Company,

Exton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. The chemical analysis of zirconium,

as given by the supplier, is shown in Table III. 1., the titanium

was 99.9% pure.

t Some of the specimens were prepared and tracer evaporated on one

face at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario.
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ELEMENT PERCEr-~TAGE

Zr (by difference) 99.91

Sn 0.003

Si 0.005

At 0.002

0.005

Fe 0.001

Ti 0.001

Ni 0.002

Ca 0.002

eu 0.0003

TABLE III. 1. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF ZIRCONIUM

The two metals were melted in a cold hearth arc furnace under

an atmosphere of Argon. The resulting ingots were swaged. to produce

rods of approximately 9~ mms. in diameter. These rods were then cut

into sections, approximately 6~ mms. in length. The faces were

ground and chemically polished using a 50% by volume H20, 45% RN0
3

and 5% HF solution.

After the chemical polishing, the specimens were encapsulated

in a zirconium tube, two at a time, and preannealed at lOOQoC for

-550-70 hours under a vacuum of 1 x 10 mms. of Hg, to ensure homogeniety.
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III. 4. EVAPORATION OF TRACER

Th d - - - C 60 d be ra loactlve tracer lsotope 0 was prepare y neutron

irradiation of 99.999% pure cobalt wire in the McMaster nuclear

reactor. Small rings were placed in a crucible-like tungsten

filament and a current of approximately 20 amperes was passed through

the filament to melt and then vaporise the cobalt; the emitted vapor

condensed on to the surfaces of the specimens surrounding the source.

No special care was taken to get a uniform layer, as non-

uniformity in the film does not affect the value of the diffusion

coefficient (25).

The arrangement of the specimens for the tracer evaporation

is shown in Plate 1.

III. 5. DIFFUSION ANNEAL

For each run, a specimen was placed in a small zirconium

container, inside a tantalum furnace tube. The specimen was

isolated from the container by tungsten wires in order to prevent

welding at the elevated temperatures.

After a vacuum of lO-5 mms • of Hg or better was reached, the

furnace tube was rapidly heated by passing a power of about 1000

volt-amperes via a step-down transformer and through the tube.

Temperatures as high as l60QoC could be reached within two minutes,

using this furnace. A schematic diagram of the heating circuit

is shown in fig. III. 1.

Temperatures were controlled and recorded by the Flushmount

Controller/Recorder Assembly, described in section III. 1.
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Fig. 111.1. The Heating Circuit.
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III. 6. SECTIONING METHOD

Sectioning was performed on a precision lathe. The diffusion

annealed specimen was mounted on a chuck designed to permit a wide

adjustment of the specimen orientation relative to the lathe axis.

The alignment was checked with a dial indicator in contact with the

specimen surface. After the specimen surface was oriented at right

angles to the lathe axis, a thickness of six to eight times the

estimated value of was removed from the sides of the specimen,

to eliminate effects due to surface diffusion (26). The final cross-

sectional area was accurately measured with a micrometer.

Sectioning was performed by an appropriate cutting tool,

suited for the material [Plate 3]. In order to maintain a near-

uniform counting rate, the thickness of the section was increased

with increasing depth in the specimen. A total length of about

2500 microns was usually removed. In some cases, deeply penetrating

tails were observed; in such cases, more sections beyond the usual

range of 2500 microns were taken. The sections were collected in a

set of pre-weighed bottles attached to a specially designed funnel

(shown in Plate 4) and the weights determined as the difference

between the weights of the bottle with the sections less those of the

bottles to an accuracy of 10 ~gm. Section thicknesses were

calculated from the measured section weights, the measured cross-

sectional area of the specimen and the known density of the alloy

(5.63 gm/cc).

The midpoint distance

The penetration distances were subsequently calculated from

th
Xl\. of the n section fromthe thicknesses.



the face ~ = 0, for example, is given by

where t. represents the thickness of the i
th

section.
1

III. 7. MEASUREMENT OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

After dissolving the sections in a 50% H
2
0, 45% RN0

3
and 5% HF

1 · h·· f C 60 · d · h h h k fso utl0n, t e actlvlty 0 0 aSsoclate Wlt t e two p otopea s 0

energy 1.17 Mev and 1.33 Mev was counted in a well-type NaI (T~)

scintillation counter.

The electronics and the procedure used for discriminating

60
the two Co photopeaks from the full spectrum and subsequent counting

are described in detail in Appendix B.

A total of 10,000 pulses were counted in order to keep the

statistical error in counting within 1%.

The specific activities were calculated from the measured total

activity of each section, the average background counts, and the weight

of each section. To correct for the decay time, each specific activity

was then divided by t11e activity of a section chosen as the "standard".

These ratios are, then, directly proportional to the concentration of

the diffusant in the sections.

III. 8. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

From the measured tracer concentration of the sections and the

weights of the sections, the specific activities and the penetration

distance squared could be calculated. A least squares fit analysis
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would then give the slope of the log specific activity versus penetra-

tion distance squared graph. The Wang 700 calculator was programmed

to carry out the calculations and a sample output is shown in pages

30-39.

The diffusion coefficient could be calculated from the slope of

the log specific activity versus penetration distance squared graph,

with the known annealing time t. A first-order correction to the

annealing time, however, becomes necessary; this correction can be

obtained using the relation

29

where t eff is the effective time for diffusion at a temperature To

and D
eff

= D(T
o
). Here, the area of the actual D versus t curve is

equated to the area of a rectangular curve of height D(T ) and
o

breadth t
eff

, to give the desired time-correction.

Results of the various runs are given in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS

IV. 1. CALIBRATION OF THE THERMOCOUPLE

The results of the calibration of the W-Re thermocouple are

shown in figure 4.1 for gold and in figure 4.2 for platinum.

In order to determine the melting temperature T- of gold
m

(1063°C or 19.325 mVs), the bucking potential of the recorder was

set at 19.425 mVs, about tenth of a millivolt away from the melting

point, so that the thermal arrest during the heating or cooling could

be observed 0.1 millivolt away from the set point. The chart speed

was 2"/minute. In figure 4.1, the potential at which the thermal

arrest began reads 19.229 millivolts, which corresponds to a temp-

erature of lOS8.0°C. The T of gold had thus been determined within
m

-5.0°C, using the W-Re thermocouple.

To determine the melting temperature of platinum (1769°C or

30.675 mVs) , the bucking potential was set at 30.850 mVs. From

figure 4.2, the potential at which the thermal arrest began reads

30.710 mVs, which corresponds to l77l.2°C, on the temperature scale.

Thus, the T of platinum had been determined within +2.2°C. However,
m

due to the slow chart speed (In/minute), there is an uncertainty of

about 3°C in the temperature measurement. The results of the calibra-

tion runs are listed in Table IV. 1.

MEASURED CORRESPONDING MELTING
METAL VOLTAGE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE DEVIATION

mVs ° ° °

Gold 19.229 1058.0 1063 -5.0

Platinum 30.710 1771.2 1769 +2.2

TABLE IV. 1. Calibration of W-Re thermocouple
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From Table IV. 1., it can be concluded that any error in the

temperature measurements should be within about SoC.

IV. 2. DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS

Diffusion runs were done at 900 o e, l200°C and l440°C. The

concentration-penetration profiles obtained for the runs are shown

in figures 4.3 to 4.8 and the various parameters are summarized in

Table IV. 2. On several occasions, deeply penetrating tails were

observed; these are shown on a reduced scale in boxes on the same

graphs. In some cases, a second anomaly in the shape of the

penetration profiles was observed. It is characterized by an

unusually high initial point followed by a sharp dip, with a

subsequent rise to join the normal linear region of the log concen

tration versus penetration distance squared curves. This has been

reported and accounted for in terms of back diffusion (16,27).

In figures 4.3 to 4.8, points which have not been included in

the least squares program for calculation of the slope, have been

darkened.

IV. 3. PREANNEALING EXPERIMENTS

As mentioned previously (chapter I), the intent of the present

investigation was to study the effect of prolonged preannealing of

the specimen prior to the deposition of the tracer on the resultant

diffusion coefficient. This was done using a specially designed

apparatus shown in Plates 6 and 7.
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RUN If TEMP

°c

ANNEAL
TIME

(sees)

SLOPE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
')

cm~/sec

21.8.'72 900 7183 29 -175.357 1.985ex-07 ± 1.236ex-09 *#

23.8.'72 900 7188 69 -168.960 2.058ex-07 ± 5.708ex-10

6.9.'72 1200 4843.70 -31.962 1.618ex-06 ± 6.727ex-09

7.10.'72 1200 4870.07 -32.323 1.588ex-06 ± 8.384ex-09

12.10.'72 1440 1466 78 .... 36.003 4.734ex....06 ± 2.866ex-08

27.2.'73 1440 1452 52 -46 247 3 722ex.... 06 ± 1.231ex-08 If

30.1.'73 900 7292.45 -317.363 1.080ex-07 ± 4.973ex-IO

* Errors include only those from the least squares fit analysis.

# Specimen prepared at Chalk River Nuclear Labs, Ontario, Canada

TABLE IV.2. PARAMETERS USED IN DIFFUSION RUNS

~
N



A carefully prepared specimen was annealed for 4~ hours. The

specimen was then brought to the annealing temperature of 90QoC and

while maintaining the temperature at 900°C, the molybdenum radiation

cover was raised and swung out of the way and the filament carrying

the radioactive tracer lowered into the furnace tube. A thin layer

of radioactive cobalt was evaporated from the filament on to the

specimen, the radiation cover replaced and the diffusion anneal

completed.

Table IV. 3. describes the thermal history of the specimen

prior to the deposition of the tracer.

TEt1PERATURE TIME OF

OF ANNEAL °c A1~NEAL (Mins)

1581 30

1392 30

1581 30

1392 30

1581 30

1392 30

1581 30

1392 30

1581 30

900 l7~

TABLE IV. 3. THERMAL HISTORY OF SPECIMEN PRIOR TO TRACER DEPOSITION
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The penetration profile resulting from this run, with a linear

curve of larger slope and a long tail with a smaller slope, is shown

in figure 4.9; the linear portion with the larger slope is shown on a

larger scale in figure 4.10, in order to compare the slope with those

of previous runs at the same annealing temperature. The analysis

of this curve gives a diffusion coefficient which is less by a factor

of two from that obtained in a conventional run, in which the tracer

is evaporated at the room temperature and the specimen brought to

the annealing temperature through the ~.~ phase transformation.

The Wang 700 calculator was programmed to carry out the calcula

tions and a sample output shown in pages (30 - 39 ). The results of

the present investigation and those of an earlier measurement (17)

are shown in figure 4.14.

Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 include the slopes of the diffusion

runs to show the reproducibility of data, using the sectioning

technique. Fig. 4.11 is particularly noteworthy, as it exhibits the

effect of the preannealing on the slope of the penetration profile.
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CHAPTER Ve DISCUSSION

The essential results of this study can be summarized as follows:

(i) The rapid diffusion of Co60 in the B.C.C beta phase of the

Zr
50

Ti
50

alloy, as initially determined by Kidson (17) has been confirmed.

(ii) As was noted for the diffusion of Co60 in the B C C. beta

phase of pure zirconium (16), the Arrhenius plot of log D versus liT for

that solute in the Zr
50

Ti
50

alloy is strictly linear over an extensive

range of temperatures.

(iii) Above about IIOO°C, the Arrhenius plot curves upward,

followed by a negative curvature beyond about 1400°C.

(iv) The possibility o~ attributing the latter negative curvature

to an error in the temperature measurements was discounted on two grounds;

(a) in the study of the diffusion of Co60 in S Zr, using the same equip-

ment and techniques, the Arrhenius curve was linear between 1400°C and

59

(b) a calibration of the tungsten-rhenium thermocouple, using

the melting points of 99.999% pure gold and platinum gave agreement with

established values to within ±SoC.

(v) The reproducibility of the results at 900°C was within 2% and

at 1200°C within 4%. At l440°C, one of the measurements agreed within 2%

with the earlier unpublished work while a second run gave a diffusion

coefficient 23% lower; the source of this discrepancy is not known.

(vi) Prolonged annealing of the specimen at temperatures close to

the melting point of the alloy, followed by an evaporation of the radio-

active tracer layer while maintaining the specimen in the B.C.C. phase,

resulted in a decrease in the diffusion coefficient by a factor of approx-

imately two at 900°C.

(vii) A deeply penetrating "tail" was observed on some of the

concentration profiles



In the following, these results are discussed in terms of the

tentative interpretation outlined in Chapter I viz , that in the low

temperature region the diffusion rates are dominated by migration along

dislocations and that the positive curvature arises as the vacancy

mechanism begins to make a significant contribution to the total

diffusion.

In particular, it is assumed that the complex shape of the

Arrhenius plot reflects the contribution of two or more mechanisms to

60

the measured diffusion coefficient D

associated with the K
th mechanism and

If D
K

is the diffusion coefficient

the fraction of the total

annealing time that the atoms, on the average, spend diffusing via that

mechanism, then as shown in Appendix C,

(5.1)

The simplest assumption, of course, is that only two mechanisms are

operative. Thus equation (5.1) can be written as

(5.2)

While the continuous curvature in the Arrhenius plot for self diffusion in

S Zr (10) made any resolution of D into its components ambiguous, such is

not the case in the present study Here the low temperature region is

strictly linear indicating that the mechanism associated with DZ is

completely dominant. Thus by subtracting the extrapolated curve from the

measured D in the region 1100° - 1400°C, one obtains the unique resolution:

-z -3 2D = 7.11xlO exp(-37200/RT) + 3.57xlO exp(-22890/RT) cm /sec.

A comparison of the temperature dependence of Dl with that associated with



self diffusion by the single vacancy mechanism in S Zr (10) suggests that

Dl can also be associated with this mechanism.
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Let it further be assumed that represents the contribution

from diffusion along a dislocation network introduced during the marten

sitic phase transformation from the room temperature close packed hexagonal

structure to the high temperature body centered cubic structure.

Following the analyses of Hart (13) and Mortlock (28), is then

a product of two factors (i) g, the fraction of sites associated with

dislocations and (ii) the segregation coefficient

can be expressed as

The former

where n is the number of sites in a "cross, section" of the dislocation,

the dislocation density and d the total site density or the number of

sites per cm2 • The segregation coefficient can be expressed as (29)

where the pre-exponential factor A arises from the configurational

entropy and V is the "binding energy" of the solute atom to the disloca.....

tions

If now, the low temperature linear portion of the Arrhenius plot

is a measure of , then

where and Q
2

are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy

respectively, for diffusion along dislocations. Thus,



On the basis of this analysis, a range of values for can be
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calculated for assumed values of the parameters d, n, A and DZ. Table

Vel summarizes the calculations.

It is apparent from the table, that if D
2

is to be attributed

entirely to diffusion along dislocations, the density must be a

minimum of about 107 lines/cm2 , but could be as high as 3xl0
13

lines/cm2
.

While this model has been criticised in the past on the grounds

that a large dislocation density would be quickly reduced to a value

of about 106 lines/cm2 at the elevated diffusion temperatures, we note

that such a process is consistent with the complex shape of the Arrhenius

curve at the high temperatures wherein the falling of the diffusion

coefficient reflects a decrease in the contribution from some non-

equilibrium defect.

This interpretation is further supported by the two-fold reduction

in the measured diffusion coefficient at 900°C for the specimen that was

given a prolonged preanneal at elevated temperatures prior to the

deposition of the tracer A similar effect has been reported by Graham

and Hanes Jr. (30) for the diffusion of Nb 95 in S Zirconium.

Nevertheless, there are aspects of the present and related studies

that are difficult to reconcile with the above interpretation. One of

these is the dislocation density deduced from the measurements; while

may be as low as 107 lines/cm
2

, this value requires the assumption

o
of relatively large values for A, nand Dd -

Most of the specimens after the diffusion anneal showed large

grains in the beta phase Thus the model implies that large dislocation

densities persist during extensive grain growth.

A third aspect concerns observations of rapid diffusion of certain



transition metal solutes in 'well annealed single crystals of pure

zirconium as reported by Hood and Schultz (14). These authors have

suggested that Fe, Ni and Co diffuse at least partially via an inter

stitial mechanism in both the close packed hexagonal and the body

centered cubic structures of zirconium.
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d n nO A p
d

1015 10 10... 2 1 3.57xlO13

10 3.57xl012

25 1.43xlO12

50 7.14xl0
11

10
15 10 10-1 1 3.57xlO12

10 3.57xl011

25 1.43xl0
11

50 7.14xl010

1015 10 1 1 3.57xl011

10 3 57x101O

25 1.43xl010

50 97.14x10

1015 10 10 1 3.57xl010

10 93.57xlO

25
91.43xlO

50 7 14xlO8

1015 10 100 1 93.57x10

10
8

3.57x10

25
81.43x10

50 77.14x10

TABLE V.I. Calculation of Dislocation Density
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CONCLUSIONS

Th d A h · I f h dOff 0 f C 60 0 Z TOe curve rr en1US p ot or te 1 uSlon 0 0 1n r SO 1
50

alloy was resolved into its components. A comparison of the high temp

erature diffusion parameters with those of the diffusion of Co60 in

beta zirconium seems to suggest that vacancy mechanism is operative in

that region. Several models have been proposed for the low temperature

mechanism. A prolonged anneal in the high B.C.C. region had the effect

of reducing the diffusion coefficient suggesting the possibility of the

contribution of non-equilibrium defects (introduced during the

phase change) to the total diffusion. Dislocations introduced during

the phase change may be responsible for rapid atomic transport.

Since the mechanisms cannot be unambiguously specified, the

possibility of the interstitial mechanism being operative cannot be

ruled out.
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PLATE 2. TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER/REC~.RDER ASSEMBLY.
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PLATE 4. COLLECTING FUNNEL SURROUNDING THE SPECIMEN
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PLATE 5. DETECTION AND SCALING DEVICES
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PLATE 6. DIFFUSION FURNACE
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PLATE 78 HIGH TEMPERATURE EVAPORATION APPARATUS
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APPENDIX A. Solution to Fick's Equation

Fick's second law of diffusion is given as

(A.I)

where the concentration c is a function of both position x and time t.

In a diffusion run, a thin film of radioactive substance whose

diffusion is being studied, is evaporated on a plane surface of the

specimen, the specimen then annealed at an elevated temperature for a

known time t. On subsequent cooling, thin sections parallel to the

face of the specimen are removed, accurately weighed and the relative

concentration of the tracer in these sections determined.

The initial conditions of the problem are then the following:

(i) At time t=O, all the S tracer atoms are at the plane x=O;
o

c must therefore be zero everywhere except at x=O.

i.e., c(x,O) = 0 at t=O

(ii) For any value of t, the concentration as ~ must be

zero, as only a very thin film of the tracer is initially deposited.

i.e., c

(iii) Since the region of diffusion is between zero and infinity,

the total number of tracer atoms in this region for any time t should

equal S , the amount initially deposited on the face x=O.
o

(

Taking Laplace transform of equation (A.l) with respect to time,

(A.2)

where
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and

Using condition (i), equation (A.Z) reduces to

The solution of this differential equati9n is

where c
l

and Cz are the constants of integration. Taking Laplace

transform of condition (ii), it can be shown that c1=O.

Equation (A.3) therefore takes the form

(A.3)

The value of the constant Cz can be easily determined from the Laplace

transform of condition (iii) as

Thus, the solution of the equation (A.2) becomes

The Inverse Laplace transform on both sides yields

which is the desired solution.



APPENDIX B. Measurement of Tracer Concentration

In the following, the electronics and the procedure used for

60
discriminating the two Co photopeaks from the full cob t spectrum

and the subsequent counting are described in detail.

A block diagram of the electronics used is illustrated in

figure B.l and the actual arrangement of the electronics shown in

Plate V.

As each gamma ray strikes the scintillation phosphor, a flash

of light or scintillation is produced. This is collected by the

photocathode of the photomultiplier tube which produces a large

number of secondary electrons.

The output of the photomultiplier is usually weak, and therefore,

it is necessary to pre-condition the same so that it can be utilized

in a linear amplifier system.

The output of the pre-amplifier is amplified by a linear

amplifier, which produces output pulses ranging from 0 to 10 Volts.

The amplified detector response will usually exhibit all the

possible interactions of the gamma ray with the crystal i.e., photo-

electric and compton scatterings, back-scattering etc. A single
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channel analyser is used to discriminate the ~ ~

i.i<>~
~.

""'~~

photopeaks of

energy 1.17 and 1.33 Mev, from the rest of the spectrum.

Calibration of the Single Channel Analyser

Figure B.2 is a block diagram of the electronics used for the

calibration of the single channel analyser.



CRYSTAL

PHOTO

SINGLE

PREAMPLIFIER LINEAR
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AMPLIFIER

MULTIPLIER

ANALYSER SCALER

HIGH
VOLTAGE

Fig.B.I. Schematic diagr'om for the measurement
of the tracer concentra tion
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SINGLE CHANN-EL

ANALYSER

gate in

I DELAY

LINEAR GATE Igateinput

gate output
..........----1 SCOPE I·

"
MULTICHANNEL ANALYSER I

Fig.B.2.Schematic diagram for the calibration
of the single channel analyser.



The single channel analyser consists of lower and upper level

discriminators. The former is sometimes referred to as "baseline",

while the region between the two discriminators is referred to as

"window".

The lower level discriminator is initially set at zero and

the window at its maximum width. The spectrum is analysed on a multi

channel analyser and the two discriminator levels adjusted until counts

within the two Co60 photopeaks are only being stored. The single

channel analyser determines whether each input pulse amplitude is

within the window and generates a logic output pulse for each input

pulse that satisfies the criteria.

It is preferable, however, to have this logic pulse arrive at

the Ugate in" position of the linear gate just prior to the arrival

of the linear pulse that is to be gated. It is thus necessary to

delay the linear pulse by more than one microsecond, as this is

approximately the time required for analysing at the single channel

analyser.

When the criteria set by the discrIminator levels is satisfied,

the logic pulse opens the gate for the linear pulse to go through,

to the scaler or the multichannel analyser.

The linear gate has a dial on -the front panel that controls the

gate width from 0.5 to 5 microseconds. In normal operation, when all

the modules are properly adjusted, only one pulse will be furnished

for the scaler or multichannel analyser.

Figure B.3 shows the two photopeaks, gated from the rest of the

spectrum.
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a number of different mechanisms.

APPENDIX C. General Treatment of Random Walk Processes.

The earlier treatments of the "random walk problem" do not account

for a case involving more than one jump mechanism. Even if only a

single mechanism is operative, the case involving a large number of

segments (or broken series of atomic jumps) had not been considered

in detail. It is therefore desirable to have a generalised treatment

of the random walk process.

Such a treatment is given in this appendix. It is assumed in

th
the following that a particular atom, say k atom, makes jumps via

th
The total displacement of the k

atom has several segments.
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Let be the net displacement of the atom after its

, is given

diffusion through one small segment. As a result of the diffusion,

the atom diffuses through jumps in a large number of small segments,

and the net total displacement of the k th atom,

by

where is the resultant displacement of the k
th

atom in the

thm segment, and is given by



Here represents any individual jump, while the upper
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limit of the summation, defines the total number of jumps

made by the atom under consideration, in the roth segment.

by

and

The square of the net total displacement is given

Clearly, the second term with the double sum above vanishes as

the segments are uncorrelated.

Hence,

(5.1)

where N represents the total number of atoms considered.

Now, all the squares of the displacements in segments belonging

to the same mechanisms are collected together and relabeled.



For example, the segments associated with the

be relabeled as

th h"mec an1.Sffi , may
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with representing the segment with the maximum number of jumps

made by k th atom Vl."a k th mechanl."sm. A It f th k th h". s a resu , or e mec anl.sm,

(5.2)

In equation (5.2), the first term contains terms, and, if the

length of the jump vector is assumed to be the same for any particular

mechanism, the first term in eqn. (5.2) becomes

where is the length of a jump vector for a jump made via th

mechanism, and

is the total number

thof jumps made by tIle k atom via

thus, reduces to,

th h"mec anl.sm. Equation (5.2),

(5.3)

Taking the average over a large number of atoms N,



where, we have defined, such that
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(5.4)

(5 5)

Here, is the average of the cosine of the angle between

ment of k th atom via

the vectors separated by j jumps in the mth segment during the displace

th mechanism.

Now, irrespective of the segment or the atom (but all for the

mechanism), the segments can be "ordered" such that

th

where this the number of jumps made in the m segment, is the

maximum number of jumps made in a single segment via

is the total number of segments.

The sum in the of equation (5.4)

with this ordering becomes

th
mechanism, and

This can be obtained by expanding the above sum, rewriting it using the

requirement s ,and then summing down the column.



Thus, expression (5.4) can now be written as
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(5.6)

Consider now the first term in the square bracket of eqn. (5.6) for

wh.ich

Defining such that

the first term reduces to

where

(5.7)

Now, if is the average number of jumps per segment, then we have

the requiremerlt

The two definitions for viz 1&'

have the same meaning.

and



With this equation (5.7) becomes
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(5.8)

Consider now the second term in the square bracket of equation (5.6),

for which

Defining such that

the second term reduces to

By the same procedure, defining , such that

(5.9)

the third term becomes

(5.10)

Or, for any general term m within the square bracket in the expression

(5.6),

The expression (5.6) can now be~ewritten as
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(5.11)

where

(5.12)
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clearly corresponds to the "correlation factor" previously defined.

When the atoms diffuse through a number of differing mechanisms,

the mean square displacement will be given by

If t is the total time for diffusion and , the time taken for

diffusing via th mechanism, we can define

as the fraction of time the atom jumps via the

where

The observed diffusion coefficient, is then

mechanism

(5 .13)

where defines the jump frequency for diffusion

via k th mechanism.

Equation (5.13) gives the general form for the diffusion coefficient,

for the case where a number of mechanisms are operative.



APPENDIX D. CONCERNING THE "TAIL" IN THE PENETRATION PROFILES

The appearance of the deeply penetrating tail in the penetration

profile on the preannealed specimen (figure 4.9) still remains to be

accounted for. A number of authors (31,32,33) have attributed profiles

similar in appearance to rapid diffusion along dislocation "pipes".

It is, therefore, of interest to analyse the present data in

terms of a mathematical model proposed by Suzuoka (34) since the

experimental boundary conditions appear to conform closely to those

assumed in his study. Suzuoka's model assumes the transportation of

atoms through parallel dislocation~ipes.

According to this model, the slope of the logarithm of the

tracer concentration (in the tail) versus the 6/S
th

power of the

penetration distance is expressed by the relation:
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0.973 loglO(~ -1) = 6 567 -- 1.644 10glO -log (D. 1)

where = Dd/Dt ' is the ratio of the diffusivity along the dislocations

to that of the lattice.

The slope is obtained from the tail using a least squares fit

program as = 1.226; a value of 8.298xlO-9 cm2/sec can be obtained for

at 900°C, from the resolved high temperature curve.

Using Suzuoka's relation (D.l), a value of 4.860 cm2/sec is

obtained for the diffusion coefficient along the dislocation pipes;

this is completely unrealistic.

An alternative explanation of the long tail, at least in this

study, may be due to the deposition of tracer material on the sides of

the specimen with subsequent diffusion into the specimen. In addition

to the mass flow from the face (downward flow), an inward flow from the

sides could have occurred. The tracer concentration in the various



sections would then be a sum of the downward and the inward mass flow.

The effects due to surface diffusion are~ of course, normally

eliminated by removing material from the sides before sectioning the

specimen on the sides. If, however, an insufficient amount of material

was removed, the presence of the deeply penetrating tail might be

attributed to this effect.

This surface effect may be pronounced in this particular run as

no special care was taken to avoid tracer deposition on the sides of the

specimen during the evaporation.
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